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CLiB – a novel cardiolipin-binder isolated via
data-driven and in vitro screening†

Isabel Kleinwächter,a Bernadette Mohr,b Aljoscha Joppe,c Nadja Hellmann,a

Tristan Bereau, b Heinz D. Osiewaczc and Dirk Schneider *ad

Cardiolipin, the mitochondria marker lipid, is crucially involved in stabilizing the inner mitochondrial

membrane and is vital for the activity of mitochondrial proteins and protein complexes. Directly

targeting cardiolipin by a chemical-biology approach and thereby altering the cellular concentration of

‘‘available’’ cardiolipin eventually allows to systematically study the dependence of cellular processes on

cardiolipin availability. In the present study, physics-based coarse-grained free energy calculations

allowed us to identify the physical and chemical properties indicative of cardiolipin selectivity and to

apply these to screen a compound database for putative cardiolipin-binders. The membrane binding

properties of the 22 most promising molecules identified in the in silico approach were screened

in vitro, using model membrane systems finally resulting in the identification of a single molecule, CLiB

(CardioLipin-Binder). CLiB clearly affects respiration of cardiolipin-containing intact bacterial cells as well

as of isolated mitochondria. Thus, the structure and function of mitochondrial membranes and

membrane proteins might be (indirectly) targeted and controlled by CLiB for basic research and,

potentially, also for therapeutic purposes.

Introduction

Cellular membranes separate intracellular processes from the
environment and surround defined intracellular structures
within cells, resulting in formation of defined intracellular
reaction compartments, the organelles, a basis for the evolu-
tion of complex life.1,2 Biomembranes consist of a scaffold
of multiple membrane lipids, albeit the concentration of
membrane-attached and/or integrated protein can be high.
Biological membranes can contain more than 1000 different
lipid species, where the main membrane constituents belong to
three classes of lipids: phospholipids, glycolipids and choles-
terol, with glycerophospholipids being the major class.2,3 The
exact lipid composition varies significantly between the diverse
intracellular membrane systems in eukaryotes, with the
membrane lipid composition of organelles differing from each

other as well as from the composition of the plasma
membrane.3 Eukaryotic membranes are typically asymmetric,
with the lipid composition of an inner membrane leaflet
differing from that of the outer.2 E.g., in highly curved
membrane regions, such as the cristae of the inner mitochon-
drial membranes, the phospholipid cardiolipin (CL) is enriched
in the inner membrane leaflet as it promotes and/or stabilizes
negative membrane curvature.4 Even within a lipid bilayer,
regions with diverse lipid compositions can co-exist, such as
the basolateral and apical regions of epithelial plasma mem-
branes, and in eu- as well as in prokaryotes the formation of
defined lipid domains is discussed, regions where distinct lipid
species segregate. It is assumed that specific proteins diffuse
into such domains and thereby form signalling platforms.
(Targeted) disturbance of such lipid domains can severely affect
cellular functions, resulting in mis-signaling.5

While the relative concentrations of individual lipid species
within the eukaryotic membrane systems varies, and thus the
exact lipid composition appears to define the membranes’
physico-chemical properties, several lipids are restricted to
chloroplasts and mitochondria, the organelles with an endo-
symbiotic origin. e.g., galactolipids are solely found in chloro-
plasts, as expected due to their cyanobacterial origin.6 Many
bacteria contain significant amounts of CL (around 10% in
E. coli),5 whereas in eukaryotes this ‘‘bacterial lipid’’ can only be
found in significant amounts in mitochondria.7,8 In the inner
membrane of mitochondria, CL typically constitutes 10–20% of
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the total lipid,9,10 whereas in the outer mitochondrial
membrane only minor amounts of CL are found.11,12 Conse-
quently, CL is a marker for the mitochondrial inner membrane.
In contrast, in fungi the CL content in mitochondria can be
much lower,13–15 and especially in mitochondria from P. anser-
ina the CL level is very low (1.5%).16

Besides its unique origin and subcellular localization, also
the structure of CL is uncommon (Fig. 1): two phosphatidyl
backbones are linked via a glycerol head group, and thus one
CL molecule contains two negative charges.8,17,18 Four fatty
acid chains are attached to this backbone, which typically differ
in their respective length and saturation.8,19,20

Because of its overall cone-shaped structure, CL is primarily
found in high curvature membrane regions, for example at the
poles of rod-shaped bacteria21,22 or at highly-curved regions of
the mitochondrial inner membrane.8 Consequently, alterations
in the mitochondrial CL content can result in an altered
morphology of the mitochondrial inner membrane.23 Mito-
chondria are the dominant producer of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) in most eukaryotic cells and crucially involved in several
metabolic processes.8 CL is essential for the activity of several
mitochondrial enzymes,8,19 such as the glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase,24 creatine kinase or phosphate carriers,25,26

and the activity of the respiratory chain complexes depends
to some extent on CL.19 Additionally, during apoptosis, inter-
action of CL with cytochrome c appears to trigger intracellular
signal propagation.27,28 Accordingly, CL deficiency or altera-
tions in the mitochondrial CL levels have pathophysiological
consequences in humans, such as ischemia or reperfusion, and
result in diabetes, heart disease or the Barth Syndrome.19,23,29

All these observations indicate that molecular engineering of
drugs that target CL is an innovative chemical concept that
potentially allows controlled analysis of physiological conse-
quences caused by CL abnormalities. In general, when a
membrane-active compound binds a defined lipid and/or
affects lipid heterogeneity, this can (indirectly) affect the activ-
ity of proteins or protein networks that need the specific lipid
and/or lipid-containing membrane-platforms to perform their
cellular functions.19 Based on this concept, the structure and
function of mitochondrial membrane proteins might be indir-
ectly controlled for basic research and, potentially, also for
therapeutic purposes using engineered, CL-binding drugs (‘‘CL-
binders’’).

Presently, molecules that specifically bind CL are still rare.
The antibiotic Daptomycin appears to bind more specifically to

CL than to the glycerophospholipid phosphatidylcholine (PC),
yet with even higher affinity to phosphatidylglycerol (PG).30

TTAPE-Me has been introduced as a promising candidate for
binding CL,31 yet here binding also appears to be rather non-
specific.32 Similarly, the synthetic tetrapeptide SS-31 binds to
CL via hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, yet it has
been shown that it also interacts with phosphatidylserine
(PS).33

10-N-Nonylacridine orange (NAO) (Fig. 1) has already been
introduced decades ago as a mitochondrial surface marker, as
it was suggested to specifically interact with CL.34

NAO intercalates into the inner mitochondrial membrane
in a membrane potential independent manner and thereby
poisons mitochondrial respiration.35 At low concentrations,
it inhibits ATP synthesis and at increased concentrations
it additionally inhibits the respiratory electron transfer,
potentially via competitively capturing CL.34 In line with this,
at high doses, NAO alters the structure of mitochondrial
membranes.36,37 The positively charged NAO likely electrosta-
tically interacts with the negatively charged CL head group, and
the CL fatty acid composition appears not to affect this binding
specificity.38,39 Upon CL-binding, a shift in the NAO fluores-
cence emission spectrum is observed. NAO is able to diffuse
spontaneously across membranes, and can thus be well used
in situ, in whole cells.38 Consequently, NAO is used to visualize
and quantify the CL content of and/or clustering within bacter-
ial cells and/or mitochondria. Nevertheless, while a CL specifi-
city has been postulated many times, it has turned out in recent
years that NAO is not CL-specific. In fact, NAO still properly
accumulates in mitochondria in CL-deficient yeast mutants,40

and using model membranes it has been shown that NAO
binds with high affinity to PG, which is chemically similar to CL
(Fig. 1A and B). In summary, CL-selective molecules are
urgently needed for future research.

In the present study, we set up an efficient pipeline to screen
for novel specific CL-binders. Computational screening meth-
ods are gaining increasing recognition in materials modelling
and drug design for efficient identification of molecular
candidates that feature desired properties.41 A microscopic
picture not only provides the means to resolve the main
physicochemical interactions at play, it can also directly con-
nect chemical structure with property.42 This connection allows
the identification of a number of candidate molecules with
structural features linked to desired properties that can be
investigated in more detail. Molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions can provide microscopic insight into macromolecular
structure-property relationships that are difficult to gain
experimentally.43 Unfortunately, atomistic simulations remain
prohibitive in the context of compound screening and rational
design. Instead, we turned to coarse-grained (CG) models.
Coarse-graining reduces the complexity of molecular represen-
tations by averaging over the chemical and physical properties
of adjacent heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms represented by a single
bead. The result is a considerable reduction in computational
complexity, while still reproducing the underlying chemical
and physical properties sufficiently well.44–47 Here we show

Fig. 1 Molecular structures of (A) CL, (B) PG and (C) NAO. In (A) and (B), R
represents the fatty acid chains.
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that CG modelling is an efficient strategy to discover CL-
binding small molecules (SM). Starting from the reference
compound NAO, we employ a series of CG free-energy calcula-
tions to unravel the physicochemical interactions that lead to
specific binding to CL. Free energy calculations via alchemical
transformations explicitly compare differences in stability
between CL and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) membranes. The
calculations lead to the establishment of physicochemical
design rules. In a separate study, we employed a more elaborate
combination of CG simulations, free-energy calculations, deep
representation learning, and Bayesian optimization to tackle
the same CL-binding small-molecule discovery problem.48 The
results of this parallel study provide a more detailed descrip-
tion of the chemical space of putative CL-binders yet resulted in
consistent physicochemical design rules. We subsequently
applied these design rules to identify via computational screen-
ing 22 small molecules which potentially bind CL with high
specificity. Subsequent in vitro analyses of these small mole-
cules, using model membranes, resulted in the identification of
a single molecule, CLiB (CardioLipin-Binder) with a high pre-
ference for CL over PG. In vivo analyses indicate that interaction
of CLiB with CL affects respiration in bacteria as well as in
mitochondria. Thus, we here introduce CLiB as a new chemical
biology tool for studying the physiological role of CL in cells
and/or organelles.

Results and discussion

Typically, the impact of CL on the physiology of mitochondria
is analyzed in organisms or isolated mitochondria using strains
in which CL synthesis is inhibited due to deletion of genes
coding for CL-synthesizing enzymes. Yet, it remains an open
question as to how far any physiological consequences
observed in such deletion strains de facto reflect CL-
dependent processes or are due to an altered membrane, the
composition of which has been adjusted in the organisms
when CL is absent. Thus, it clearly is desirable to manipulate
the cellular CL content in a more controlled way using a
chemical biology approach.

CL, the mitochondrial marker lipid, is crucially involved in
stabilization of the inner mitochondrial membrane as well as in
the stabilization and activity of mitochondrial proteins and
protein complexes. Furthermore, the CL content of mitochon-
dria is altered during cellular adaptation to defined stress
conditions, as well as during aging.11,49 Directly targeting CL
by a chemical biology approach and thereby altering the
cellular concentration of ‘‘free’’ CL eventually allows to system-
atically study the dependence of mitochondrial processes on CL
availability. Therefore, we aimed at identifying a previously
unrecognized small molecule that interacts specifically with
CL and can be used in future research on mitochondrial
physiology. To do so, we set up a workflow involving two initial
computational steps, (i) the identification of physical and
chemical properties crucial for CL selectivity of a small mole-
cule and (ii) screening of a vendor database for possible

candidates. This was done by applying a physics-based CG
model of a known CL probe, reducing the complexity of
chemical space, and thereby allowing us to systematically
observe the change in selectivity caused by the introduc-
tion of new interaction types into the CG model. The observa-
tions were formulated as design rules describing which sub-
structures in candidate molecules are indicative of the
properties required for CL selectivity. The pre-selected candi-
date molecules were subsequently in vitro screened to identify
promising candidate substances. Finally, the activity of the top
CL-binders identified in the present study on the physiology of
a CL-containing bacterium as well as on mitochondria was
evaluated.

Rational identification of 22 candidate
molecules with a putative CL-binding
propensity

Due to its claimed CL-selectivity, NAO is commonly used to
stain CL-containing membranes, or CL-containing membrane
domains. Yet, its specificity and sensitivity towards CL is not
high (as often proposed), as it also interacts with other
negatively charged lipids, such as PG, phosphatidylserine (PS)
and phosphatidylinositol (PI).35,50 Nevertheless, the chemical
structure of NAO can serve as a reasonable starting point to
search for new CL-binders. Our approach then consisted of
locally probing chemical space to identify more selective com-
pounds. The underlying assumption was the presence of local
regions of chemical space, or basins, that offer high selectivi-
ty—a hypothesis that we checked in a recent publication.48

Via free-energy calculations, and in particular alchemical
transformations, changes in chemical interactions were directly
linked to selectivity improvements. The physical and chemical
properties of the CG representation of NAO were systematically
varied by exchanging individual bead types, for instance by
altering the number of hydrophobic sites or charged groups
and calculating the relative partitioning free energy DDG of the
altered CG NAO from the water phase into each lipid
membrane. This is accomplished through two different free-
energy methods, performing alchemical transformations51–53

and calculating the potential of mean force (PMF), see Fig. 8B.
Negative DDG and minima of the PMF curve represent energe-
tically favorable processes, i.e., insertion at the membrane-
water interface and selectivity to the targeted CL. We monitored
the influence of the bead-type exchanges on the preferential
stability for CL compared to PG. The resulting partitioning free
energy differences DDGPG-CL = DDGCL � DDGPG between the
same bead-type transformation in both the CL membrane and
the PG membrane are shown in (Fig. 2A). The modified NAO
structures are represented on the horizontal axis, the color code
indicates the position in the CG structure a specific bead was
assigned to (Fig. 2B). Due to the symmetry of the reference
NAO structure along its vertical axis, for the pink and blue
bead positions, no distinction was made whether a specific
bead was placed on the left or on the right side of the molecule.
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The CL-selectivity DDGPG-CL is represented on the y-axis. The
compounds are sorted by their resulting DDGPG-CL, from left
(low selectivity) to right (high selectivity). The Martini coarse-
grained force field56 defines 14 neutral bead types sorted by
increasing polarity, from C1–C5 (very apolar) via N-types (neu-
tral) to P-types (polar). Additionally, it provides four charged
bead types (Q). From here on, we denote all CG Martini bead
types in bold and italics. It becomes clear that increased
hydrophobicity brought on by replacing the two C5 beads on
the outer sides of the original CG NAO structure (blue) by C1 or
C2 beads shifted the selectivity of the resulting CG structure
away from CL and towards PG (DDGPG-CL 4 0). Adding a
neutral Na bead with hydrogen-bond acceptor properties
instead of the original N0 beads to the top of the structure
(pink) had no noticeable effect on CL-selectivity. In contrast,
introducing hydrogen-bond donor properties to the pink beads
(Nda/Nd) together with weak hydrophobicity (C5) in the blue
beads resulted in an increase in CL-selectivity. This trend was
increased further by replacing the hydrophobic C-types at the
blue positions with neutral beads with added hydrogen-bond
donor sites (Nda/Nd). Finally, the biggest increase in CL-
selectivity was obtained in the calculations by replacing the

central charged bead (yellow) with a neutral hydrogen-bond
donor bead type, keeping the same bead types at the pink bead
positions, and introducing two positively charged hydrogen-
bond donor beads (Qd/Qda) at the blue positions on the outside
of the molecule.

In summary, slightly shifting the overall hydrophobicity of
the CG NAO representation towards a more amphiphilic char-
acter, adding hydrogen bond donor properties, and doubling
the positive charge while simultaneously moving the charged
beads from the center to the outsides of the CG structure led to
a larger negative DDGPG-CL, indicating increased CL selectivity.
These design rules can be directly translated to binder-lipid
intermolecular interactions: electrostatics with the phosphate
group of the lipid head, and amphiphilic character to anchor
the compound at the water-membrane interface. Example
PMFs for three of those molecules are shown in Fig. 2C. Here,
the solid lines represent PMFs calculated in the CL membrane,
the dashed lines PMFs in the PG membrane. The grey PMF
curve resulted from the original NAO representation to provide
a reference for our introduced bead-type changes. The purple
and the green lines represent the bead-type conformations
circled in the same colors in Fig. 2A. The increased depths of

Fig. 2 Computational selection of SM1–22. (A) Differences in partitioning free energies DDGPG-CL from alchemical transformations of one or more beads
in the CG-representation of NAO. (B) Original CG representation of NAO color-coded to visualize the locations of bead changes in the free energy
calculations. (C) Exemplary PMFs of CG structures with different bead types in the CL membrane (solid lines) and the PG membrane (dashed lines).
Connections show which PMF curve corresponds to which partitioning free energy difference DDGPG-CL.
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the minima of the PMF curves indicate an increased selectivity
of the candidate compounds for both the PG and the CL
membranes, and the increased distance at the minima of the
PMF curves for the same compound indicate an increased
selectivity for CL over PG. Overall, the umbrella sampling
results show the same trend as found in the alchemical
transformation results shown in Fig. 2A. Due to the increase
in computational cost, umbrella sampling calculations with
more than one charged bead were not performed.

Our observations now allowed us to express three design
rules of molecules that selectively bind to CL and prefer CL
over PG:

1.Positively charged beads: at least one, ideally two sites that
will carry a positive charge at physiological pH (pH E 7.3).

2.Neutral and charged beads (N- and Q-types) with
hydrogen-bond donor properties: Functional groups able to
form hydrogen bonds with the CL headgroup.

3.Apolarity (represented by the C1 beads in the tail): Hydro-
phobic areas in the molecule that induce alignment with or
insertion into the lipid bilayer.

Those findings are in good agreement with the interaction
types described as being crucial in a comprehensive study on
CL-binding proteins, where positively charged amino acids
have been identified to be overrepresented in sites binding to
the CL headgroup, and hydrophobic amino acids were domi-
nant in sites binding the acyl chains.57

The design rules allowed us to select candidate molecules
for CL selectivity from the MCULE database (Fig. 8C).58 As NAO
is described as a CL probe in the literature, the Tanimoto
similarity coefficient59,60 to NAO at the level of fingerprint
representations of the molecules was used for comparison.
Candidate molecules with a Tanimoto coefficient 40.39
(lower threshold for similarity, identity is 1.0) were extracted.
We further screened the candidates for the presence of posi-
tively ionizable sites and aromaticity.61 From the resulting

93 molecules, a subset of 16 candidates with a Tanimoto
coefficient 40.44 were subjected to experimental validation
(SM1 to SM7, SM10 to SM12, SM16 and SM18 to SM22). Eight of the
16 molecules had at least one hydrogen-bond acceptor site
identified using the RDKit62 chemical features definition, and
one of those eight had both hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor
sites. Six molecules with a lower Tanimoto coefficient were also
added to cover the aspects of the design rules in more detail
(SM8, SM9, SM13 to SM15 and SM17). Only hydrogen-bond
donor- and no acceptor sites were identified in SM13 to SM15,
SM8 showed five positively ionizable sites, SM9 four hydrogen-
bond acceptor sites and one donor site. Additionally, SM14 and
SM15 are structurally very similar to SM16, even though their
Tanimoto similarity to NAO is lower. SM17 follows the design
rules, even though the similarity to NAO was lower than that of
the 16 initially selected candidates. It was included to probe the
role of the structural similarity to the detected CL selectivity.
The 22 molecules are shown in Fig. 3, all descriptors used for
their selection can be found in Table S1 in the ESI.†

We successfully applied a combination of physics-based
coarse-grained representations of molecules to reduce the
combinatorial complexity of chemical space together with
efficient free-energy calculation methods, thereby greatly
increasing the efficiency of examining the influence of different
physical and chemical properties on our targeted CL selectivity.
We were able to formulate design rules describing the identi-
fied properties on the CG level and linking back to related
characteristics in molecular structures. The design rules were
successfully used to screen the MCULE database of purchasa-
ble, in-stock compounds for potential CL-binders (Fig. 3).

Membrane binding properties of SM1–22

The CG free energy calculations allowed us to identify the
physical and chemical properties indicative of CL selectivity,
to formulate design rules and to apply those to screen a

Fig. 3 Structures of 22 SMs selected in silico and further analyzed. The chemical names of the substances can be found in Table S2 in the ESI.†
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database for candidate molecules conforming to those design
rules. To experimentally verify our in silico results, we next
screened the membrane binding properties of the 22 molecules
identified in the in silico approach in vitro, using liposomal
systems.

When a small molecule integrates into a hydrophobic lipid
bilayer due to its amphipathic character, this will affect lateral
lipid packing, an effect often observed e.g. with alcohols or
other small, hydrophobic molecules.63 Additional specific
interactions with certain lipid headgroups will lead to an
increase in the effective substance concentration at the surface
of the bilayer, and therefore to an increased effective partition-
ing coefficient (see e.g. ref. 64). Furthermore, the effect on order
and packing of the hydrophobic part might be altered, e.g. due
to a different orientation of the small molecule when specifi-
cally binding to a defined lipid species. Thus, comparing the
impact of a small molecule on the membrane structure in a
system where the molecules merely partition into the
membrane with a system where the molecules additionally
(more or less) specifically interact with a defined lipid species
will allow parallel screening of multiple molecules for their
potential to bind to CL. We rationalized that the molecules pre-
selected in the computational screen will ‘‘only’’ integrate into
net uncharged pure phosphatidylcholine (PC) membranes
but will (in the best of all cases) specifically interact with
CL in CL-containing membranes. To distinguish general
membrane partitioning from specific lipid binding, we addi-
tionally tested the structure of a model membrane system
where PG is present to isolate selectivity to CL by direct
comparison. For monitoring changes in the membrane lipid
structure, we utilized Laurdan, an environment-sensitive fluor-
escent dye that incorporates into lipid bilayers. From the
Laurdan fluorescence emission spectra the generalized polar-
ization (GP) values were calculated (eqn (5))65 for membranes in
absence vs. presence of the 22 substances identified in our
computational screening. Besides pure PC and the PG- or CL-
containing PC membranes, respectively, we also monitored the
Laurdan fluorescence emission in PC liposomes containing
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), another net-uncharged phos-
pholipid. PE introduces membrane curvature stress, and these
measurements enabled us to test whether any observed effects
on the Laurdan fluorescence spectra were mainly due to
changes in the lateral membrane pressure. This would result
in changes observed in the PC/PE system being unequal to the
pure PC system. The Laurdan GP value is largely independent
of the lipid head group and its acyl chain chemistry, and
therefore any changes of this value upon the addition of a
substance provides information about changes in the lipid
order.66 Thus, if the GP value in presence of a substance is
altered, one can infer that binding/incorporation of the sub-
stance has occurred. Indeed, for a number of substances large
positive DGP values were observed (Fig. 4).

Addition of SM4, SM5, SM11, SM13, SM17 and SM19 resulted
in substantial changes in the GP values (high DGP values) in all
lipid systems, which clearly indicates considerable interaction
of these SMs with the membranes. Noteworthy, while we did

not observe DGP changes for the remaining SMs, this does not
finally exclude that these SMs do interact with membranes. We
only limited the selection and further analysis in the screening
pipeline developed and presented here, to substances which
had a measurable impact on membrane lipid packing, as
sensed by Laurdan. While all six molecules affected the Laur-
dan fluorescence emission spectrum, for SM5, SM13 and SM17

the results did not indicate a specificity towards charged lipids,
as anticipated, as the DGP values were similarly affected in
membranes containing solely zwitterionic or additionally
negatively charged lipids. Thus, a specific interaction with
negatively charged lipids is unlikely. In contrast, SM4, SM11

and SM19 showed higher DGP values in CL- and PG-containing
PC membranes, indicating a specificity towards negatively
charged lipids.

The objective of our research was to identify membrane-
active compounds with a putative specificity towards CL. Thus
far, our initial computational and in vitro screens limited our
further analyses to three compounds, for which we next ana-
lyzed in greater detail their respective impact on the GP values
of CL-containing liposomes compared to PG-containing lipo-
somes. The magnitude of a GP value change observed upon SM
binding might be specific for the substance and the lipid
environment. Yet, with increasing amounts of negatively
charged lipids but at a constant SM concentration, the DGP
values are affected more substantially when an observed
change is due to a specific interaction of the substance with
the lipid and thus information about the relative specificity can
be extracted: a steeper relative increase of DGP values is an
indicator for a higher affinity. Therefore, we next monitored
how the GP values determined in a (neutral) PC background are
differentially affected when the mole fractions of the two

Fig. 4 DGP values determined in various model membrane systems in
presence of the preselected 22 SMs. GP values were measured using pure
PC liposomes, as well as liposomes containing PC/PG, PC/PE and PC/CL,
all in a molar ratio of 80/20 (mol%/mol%) at 300 mM total lipid. Low DGP
values indicate no influence of the respective SM on the membrane
structure. The more a DGP value deviates from 0.0, the higher is the
respective impact of a given SM on the membrane structure. Positive DGP
values indicate a decreased polarity in the environment of Laurdan, as e.g.
the case upon increased lipid ordering due to the presence of a SM within
a membrane.
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negatively charged lipids PG or CL, respectively, increase
(Fig. 5), yielding a binding isotherm. In presence of all three
SMs, increasing DGP values were observed with increasing
amounts of negatively charged membrane lipids. Yet, in case
of SM4 the shape of the relative increase is similar for CL- and
PG-containing membranes, and also the DGP values are simi-
lar. Thus, SM4 (Fig. 5A) does not significantly discriminate
between liposomes containing PG or CL, indicating about
similar interaction with the negatively charged membrane
lipids. For SM11 (Fig. 5B), a difference between liposomes
containing PG and those containing CL was observed at all
PG/CL concentrations. Furthermore, the curve is slightly stee-
per at the initial part in case of CL, indicating a specificity of
SM11 for CL. Finally, in case of SM19, the DGP values are overall
lower than for the other two substances, yet the difference in
the values obtained for CL- vs. PG-containing liposomes is
larger. More importantly, the binding isotherm is steeper in
case of CL-containing liposomes. Thus, SM19 (Fig. 5C) clearly
discriminates best between CL- or PG-containing liposomes. In
order to visualize the differences in shape of the binding
isotherms more clearly, the ratio between the DGP values
obtained in presence of CL or PG, respectively, was calculated

(Fig. S3, ESI†). If the shapes of the binding isotherms were
identical, yet differ in their DGP value, the same ratio (within
error limits) is expected at all mole fractions of anionic lipids.
The data obtained in presence of SM19 clearly show the largest
deviation from a constant ratio, and thus, based on these
analyses, SM19 has the highest specificity towards CL (com-
pared to PG).

To obtain an estimate of the SM19 affinity for CL, changes in
the membrane lipid order were monitored at a constant lipid-
but at varying SM19 concentrations (Fig. 6A). The CL content in
the liposomes was 10%, approximately mirroring the CL
concentration in E. coli and mitochondrial membranes.11 In
agreement with the above presented results, addition of
increasing amounts of SM19 lead to higher DGP values in case
of CL-containing membranes when compared to PG-containing
membranes. However, the shape of the curves does not allow to
estimate the affinity constant. In agreement with the data in
Fig. 4 and 5, the DGP value is consistently higher in case of CL
compared to PG. As SM19 is intrinsically fluorescent (Fig. 6B,
inlet), we next additionally analyzed SM19 interaction with
negatively charged lipids via following the SM19 fluorescence.
In both PG- as well as CL-containing PC liposomes, the

Fig. 5 DGP values in presence of the three most promising CL-binders determined in CL- or PG-containing model membranes. DGP values were
determined in liposomes, containing increasing amounts of the negatively charged lipids PG (black) or CL (red), respectively, in a PC background (300 mM
total lipid) at a constant concentration (3 mM) of SM4 (A), SM11 (B) and SM19 (C). All SMs induce an increase in DGP values with increasing amounts of the
negatively charged lipids. The most significant difference between PG- vs. CL- containing membranes was observed for SM19.

Fig. 6 Specificity of SM19-binding to CL-containing PC membranes. DGP values determined in PG- or CL- containing model membranes in presence of
increasing SM19 concentrations. DGP values were measured using liposomes containing a fixed lipid composition of 90% PC and 10% CL (red) or PG
(black), respectively, at increasing amounts of SM19. At low SM19 concentrations no significant differences were observed. (B) The inherent SM19

fluorescence properties are affected by the membrane lipid composition. The fluorescence emission at 592 nm increases with increasing fractions of
negatively charged lipids (PC/PG (black), PC/CL (red)). The intensity increase is consistently higher in CL-containing membranes. (B inlet) Emission
spectrum of pure SM19 in buffer (green), or in pure PC (blue), PC/PG (50/50) (black) and PC/CL (50/50) liposomes (red) (SM19 concentration: 3 mM).
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intensity of the SM19 fluorescence is rising with increasing
concentrations of negatively charged lipids, which is perfectly
in line with the Laurdan measurements (Fig. 6A). Already when
SM19 was added to pure PC liposomes, the fluorescence emis-
sion increased (Fig. 6B), indicating that membrane incorpora-
tion of SM19, i.e., placing the dye in a more hydrophobic
environment, affects the SM19 fluorescence properties. When
the liposome surface charge was increased via increasing the
amount of PG or CL, respectively, the fluorescence emission
intensity steadily increased. Thus, interaction of SM19 with
negatively charged lipids can also be monitored via the sub-
stances’ inherent fluorescent properties and, as observed
before using Laurdan as a probe, this effect is more pro-
nounced in CL-containing liposomes.

Impact of SM19 on CL-containing cellular membranes

In the above presented in silico and in vitro analyses, SM19 has
emerged as the most promising CL-binder. Yet, as we aimed to
establish SM19 as a chemical tool allowing to directly target CL-
containing membranes in biological systems, we next tested the
impact of SM19 on the respiration of bacterial (E. coli) cells as
well as of isolated mitochondria (P. anserina).

Similar to mitochondria (10–20%), E. coli cells contain
B10% CL in their membrane as well as around 20% PG.5

When SM19 was added to E. coli cells at increasing concentra-
tions, the SM19 fluorescence emission intensity at 592 nm
increased (ESI,† Fig. S1), indicating membrane incorporation.
To next study the impact of a SM19-induced CL tethering on the
physiology of E. coli cells, the impact of SM19 addition on E. coli
respiration was analyzed. In fact, SM19 addition significantly
affected the respiration rates of E. coli cells. Without the
substance the respiration rate was around -19 � 0.7 mmol
oxygen per min per L, which decreased in the presence of
SM19 to �15 � 0.5 mmol oxygen per min per L.

As these initial observations indicated a direct impact of
SM19 on the activity of proteins embedded in CL-containing
membranes, we then ultimately analyzed the impact of SM19 on
mitochondrial respiration determined using mitochondria iso-
lated from the fungus P. anserina. In presence of SM19, the
relative oxygen consumption was decreased by around 40% in
wild type mitochondria (Fig. 7), indicating that SM19 efficiently
tethers CL in mitochondrial membranes.

To finally test whether this impact of SM19 on mitochondrial
respiration was due to a specific interaction of the compound
with CL, we next used a CL-free P. anserina strain16 and tested
the impact of SM19 on mitochondrial oxygen consumption
using CL-free mitochondria. While the respiration rate is
already reduced in CL-free mitochondria, addition of SM19

showed only marginal effects. To also exclude that the non-
responsiveness of CL-free mitochondria is due to their general
impairment in respiration, we additionally tested whether they
respond to inhibition of the two terminal oxidases present in
P. anserina.67 While complex IV (COX) is inhibited by KCN,
SHAM inhibits the alternative oxidase AOX. Thus, mitochon-
drial respiration should be completely blocked when both
inhibitors are given in combination. In fact, both in wild type

and DPaCrd1 mitochondria the respiration rate was signifi-
cantly decreased after addition of KCN/SHAM (Supplementary
data, Fig. S2, ESI†). Thus, the non-responsiveness of DPaCrd1
to SM19 was indeed due to the lack of CL in this strain. These
observations strongly indicate that SM19 specifically interacts
with CL as the substance clearly has an impact on the oxygen
consumption rates (OCR) in wild type but not in CL-free
mitochondria.

SM19 clearly affects respiration of intact E. coli cells as well as
of isolated P. anserina mitochondria. Importantly, a similar
effect on respiration of CL-containing mitochondria was not
observed with SM18, again underlaying the specificity of SM19

(see Fig. S4, ESI†). As an impact of SM19 was not observed when
CL-free mitochondria were analyzed, the observed effects on
respiration were very likely caused by CL-tethering via SM19.

Thus, after identifying 22 putative CL-binders in silico and
further analyzing them in vitro, we finally identified a single
small molecule, 2-[(E)-2-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]ethenyl]-3-
ethyl-1,3-benzothiazol-3-ium iodide (SM19) (Fig. 3), which inter-
acts with negative charged lipids and prefers CL over PG.
Therefore, we will from now on name this molecule CLiB
(CardioLipin-Binder).

The interaction of CLiB with CL might be due to its
quaternary ammonium ion (Fig. 1), an interaction known to
drive binding of NAO to CL and PG.38 As the lipid composition
in bacteria and eukaryotic cells can substantially differ in the
chemistry of the acyl chains,68–72 the specificity of CLiB towards
CL appears to be mainly based on the interaction with the lipid
headgroup. While the structures of PG vs. CL are very similar
(Fig. 1), the main difference is their respective charge. Thus, a
specificity of a given substance would probably be based on a
change in entropy: binding to a single CL molecule might be
thermodynamically more favorable than binding two PG

Fig. 7 Oxygen consumption measured with mitochondria isolated from
6 days old wild-type and DPaCrd1 isolates. Measurements were performed
in absence vs. presence of 1 mM SM19. Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) in
the phosphorylating respiration state (in the presence of ADP) of the wild
type was set to 1. In the wild-type, SM19 treatment significantly reduced
phosphorylating respiration by 40% compared to the control. In contrast,
in the mutant, addition of SM19 had only marginal effects. (Measurements
of the phosphorylating respiration of wild type (n = 15), of wild type + 1 mM
SM19 (n = 8), of DPaCrd1 (n = 14) and of DPaCrd1 + 1 mM SM19 (n = 9);
mean values � standard deviation are shown; significant differences are
marked with ‘‘***’’, p o 0.001); n. s.: not significant).
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molecules due to a reduced loss in entropy. This is reflected in
the design rules calling for two positively charged sites in the
candidate structures to increase selectivity. The two positive
charges correspond to the two negatively charged phosphate
groups present in a CL molecule. Yet, this effect is likely very
small, and thus it is potentially a deleterious task trying to
isolate a substance with 100% specificity towards CL.

In summary, we have identified and introduce here CLiB, a
novel small molecule able to bind to negatively charged phos-
pholipids, with a clear preference for CL (over PG). However,
incorporating CLiB into a membrane and CL-binding could
have unspecific toxic effects on a living organism, for example
due to the induced change in the membrane structure caused
by the interaction between CLiB and CL (see Fig. 4). Yet, CLiB
now allows to systematically analyze the role of CL in biological
membranes and in membrane-harbored physiological pro-
cesses, at least in vitro, as with this chemical biology tool CL
can be specifically targeted. We are optimistic that the identifi-
cation of CLiB will now trigger new analyses of mitochondrial
processes, involving aging and dysfunction.

Conclusions

To find a drug/molecule that specifically targets CL, potentially
allows controlled analysis of physiological consequences
caused by CL abnormalities. So far, such specific CL-binders
are rare. For this reason, we set up an efficient pipeline to
screen for novel cardiolipin-binders. Starting with CG free-
energy calculation and computational screening methods, fol-
lowed by in vitro and finally some in vivo studies, we discovered
a molecule, showing a clear preference for binding to cardio-
lipin. This workflow and especially the in silico screening can,
in our specific use-case, be applied to other databases and lead
to the identification of possibly more specific CL binders.
Furthermore, we thus far limited our search for natural com-
pounds. Yet, the here identified design principles might even
serve to design a novel molecule with increased CL-binding
propensity. Finally, the method of identifying design rules can
also be generalized to discover candidate small molecules with
a high binding affinity to any given molecular target.

Experimental section
Chemicals

All lipids were purchased at Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, ALA,
US). The substances 1–22 (further described in the text) were
purchased at MCULE (Budapest, HUN). All other chemicals
were purchased at Sigma Aldrich (Munich, GER). Structures
were drawn with the program ChemSketch V5 (Freeware from
ACD/Labs, Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

Molecular representations

Coarse-grained (CG) representations of each lipid from the
Martini 2 force field were used.56 The bead types defined in
the Martini force field link to specific physicochemical

interaction types, considering four main types of interactions: polar
(P), nonpolar (N), apolar (C), and charged (Q). Within a main type,
subtypes are distinguished either for hydrogen-bonding capability
(d � donor, a � acceptor, da � both, 0 � none) or by a number
indicating the degree of hydrophobicity (from 1 � strongly hydro-
phobic to 5 � weakly hydrophobic).73 CL was modelled from di-
anionic tetraoleoyl-cardiolipin (TOCL).74–76 We chose the Cardioli-
pin (CL) representation carrying two negative charges, following
evidence of CL likely being fully ionized at physiological
conditions.7,17,18 The CG force field of PG represents 1-palmitoyl-
2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG). While bilayers con-
sisting of only one lipid type are not found in nature, we used
homogeneous membranes as proxy systems to isolate the contribu-
tions of individual lipid types to the investigated interactions.
Homogeneous bilayers for each lipid were created using the
CHARMM-GUI Martini Maker77 with the Martini56 force field
version 2.0, 06/2015. We solvated the membranes with the Martini
polarizable water.78 The net charges of the systems were brought to
zero by adding the appropriate number of negatively charged
counter ions per head group (one ion for PG, two for CL). This
led to the CL simulation system containing 98 lipid representations
(49 per membrane leaflet), 3609 water particles, and 196 counter
ions. The PG system contained 118 lipids, 1957 water particles and
118 counter ions. The CG force field of NAO was generated using
the auto-martini algorithm79 and then manually refined to balance
the overestimated hydrophobicity of the aromatic groups. Subse-
quently, new chemical interactions were introduced by system-
atically changing individual bead types and monitoring the
resulting change in free energy (Fig. 8A).

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

MD simulations were performed in Gromacs 5.1.80 The integra-
tion time step was dt = 0.02t, where t is the time constant

defined as t ¼ L
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M=E

p
with the units of length L, mass M and

energy E. Temperature and pressure of the system (T = 300 K

and P = 1 bar) were controlled by means of a velocity rescaling

Fig. 8 The computational workflow. (A) Introduction of new chemical
interactions by systematically changing of individual bead types. (B) The
different areas of a membrane system where free energies are calculated.
The black compounds indicate the two regions for the alchemical trans-
formations, the PMFs show the free energy change of a molecule moving
along the membrane normal z. The deeper the minimum of the PMF at the
interface, the more selective the candidate is for the lipid headgroup.
(C) Screening of a database of small molecules for candidates conforming
to our identified design rules. The structures were drawn using RDKit
(Landrum), the images were obtained from https://Flaticon.com.
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thermostat81 and a Parrinello–Rahman barostat,82 with cou-
pling constants tT = t and tP = 12t. Long-range electrostatic
interactions were calculated using Particle-mesh Ewald
summation.83 Other parameters, such as cut-off range and
dielectric constant, follow recommendations for the Martini
force field.84 The small molecule was inserted at the appro-
priate position in the system, either at the membrane–water
interface or in the water phase (see Fig. 8B). The whole system
was subsequently minimized and equilibrated for 8 ns. The free
energy calculations were performed in a production run for
40 ns following the protocol described below.

Free-energy calculations

A change in free energy DG between two states of a system
indicates whether the transitioning process between those
states is thermodynamically favorable (DG o 0) or not (DG 4
0). We compared the difference in partitioning free energies of
different NAO-derived CG candidates into a CL membrane and
a PG membrane at the interface region (Fig. 8B). Thereby, we
identified which types of physicochemical interaction intro-
duced into the CG candidate structures positively influence CL
selectivity. This is measured as the difference in partitioning
free energy of a candidate compound between the two different
lipid membranes, DDGPG-CL (Fig. 8B(c)).

The free energy change was calculated by two different
methods; by the transformation of a parameter of the potential
energy function (alchemical transformations61–63) or as a
potential of mean force (PMF) along a reaction coordinate
defined on atomic coordinates shown as red, blue and yellow
curves in Fig. 8B) (umbrella sampling54,55).

We used the less computationally expensive alchemical
transformation approach for an initial screening, the promis-
ing compounds were validated using umbrella sampling.

Alchemical transformations

Alchemical transformations51–53 allow us to estimate the free-
energy difference of physical processes by transforming an
initial state A of a molecular system to an end state B via a
succession of intermediate steps. This facilitates the calcula-
tion of free energy differences between states not necessarily
connected by actual chemical or physical processes. Using this
method, we were able to determine the influence of introducing
different chemical interactions by turning individual CG beads
from one bead type into another. State A is the free energy
calculated for the CG representation of the original NAO
molecule; state B is the corresponding free energy for a mod-
ified version of NAO. The transformation free energy was
calculated by defining a thermodynamic path between the
states and integrating over the ensemble average of the
potential energy changes relative to a coupling parameter l
along this path (eqn (1)).

U(l) = UX + l(UY � UX) (1)

DGX!Y ¼
ð1
0

dl
dU lð Þ
dl

� �
l

(2)

To investigate the influence of van der Waals interactions
modeled by the Lennard-Jones potential (LJ), 20 intermediate
steps between state A and state B were calculated with succes-
sively increasing values for l A [0, 1]. The influence of electro-
static interactions was evaluated by introducing additional
charged particles or moving the position of existing charges
involved. The interactions of charged beads were transformed
first through 18 LJ steps followed by 18 Coulomb steps, adding
up to 36 intermediate steps. The net charge of the system was
kept at zero by simultaneously transforming the appropriate
number of ions in the solution into water particles.85,86 The
individual free energy contributions of the intermediate steps
were integrated into the overall free energy change DG between
states X and Y using the MBAR method,87,88 which also gives
the statistical uncertainty of the calculated free energy.

We calculated the transfer free energy DGW-I of a candidate
compound from bulk water to the membrane interface to
determine whether this compound freely partitions into the
membrane. This partitioning free energy DGW-I comprises the
transformation free energy (eqn (2)) DGI

X-Y of this compound
at the interface region and the transformation free energy
DGW

X-Y of the same compound in the bulk water phase,
following eqn (3):

DGW-I = DGI
X-Y � DGW

X-Y = (DGI
Y � DGI

X) � (DGW
Y � DGW

X )
(3)

This necessitated three individual series of calculations for
each NAO variant, one at the interface of each membrane and
one in bulk water (Fig. 8B(a)). To keep the small molecules in
the interface region of the membrane-containing systems, a
small constraint force of 500 kJ mol�1 nm�2 was applied.

To evaluate the selectivity of the modified NAO structures for
CL over PG, we used the free energy difference DDGPG-CL

(eqn (4)) between the partitioning free energies of the candidate
compounds into each membrane

DDGPG-CL = DGCL
W-I � DGPG

W-I (4)

DDG o 0 indicated that the modified NAO representation binds
more selectively to CL than to PG (Fig. 8B(c)).

Umbrella sampling

Umbrella sampling54,55 is a free-energy technique that allows
the calculation of the potential of mean force (PMF) from
moving a molecule along defined reaction coordinates
(Fig. 8B, colored curves). We applied it to a selection of the
modified candidate structures to show the difference in parti-
tioning free energy between NAO representations with replaced
bead types (Fig. 8B(b)).

The reaction coordinate was the normal of the membrane
midplane and the PMF describes how the free energy of a
compound changes as a function of the normal distance z
between its center of mass and the membrane midplane. The
reaction coordinate was split into 24 individual sampling
windows and the molecule was kept close to the center zi of
each window i along the reaction coordinate z by a biasing
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potential of 1000 kJ mol�1 nm�2. Unbiased potentials of mean
force were extracted from the biased Umbrella simulations by
means of the weighted histogram analysis method89–91 and the
corresponding errors via bootstrapping.92

Virtual screening

Molecules were selected from the MCULE database of purcha-
sable, in-stock compounds (https://mcule.com/, version 18-08-
17,58 (Fig. 8C)). This was done using Morgan circular
fingerprints93 implemented in the RDKit62 with feature-based
atom invariants and a bit vector length of 2084 bits. The
interaction radius was set to two, considering the two nearest
neighbors of each atom, the setting best suited for comparing
diverse structures for similarity.94 The chemical features
defined in the RDKit for feature-based circular fingerprints
(FCFP) are hydrogen bond donor and acceptor sites, aromati-
city, the presence of a halogen and acidic or basic properties.
The resulting FCFP representations of the molecules were used
to calculate the Tanimoto similarity coefficient95 to the FCFP
representation of NAO. The similarity score reads as follows:
0.0 � no similarity at all to 1.0 � identity.

Liposome preparation

For liposome preparation, the lipid or lipid mixture of interest
(dissolved in chloroform) was mixed with Laurdan (dissolved in
methanol) in a 500 : 1 molar ratio. If needed, a substance
(dissolved in methanol) was added at the indicated concen-
tration. The solvents were removed under a gentle nitrogen
stream and vacuum desiccation overnight. The next day, 300 mL
of 10 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
(HEPES)-buffer (pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl) was added and the lipid
film was rehydrated, resulting in a solution with 300 mM total
lipid. The mixture was vortexed two times for 1 minute. To
prepare large unilamellar liposomes (LUVs), five freeze–thaw
cycles were performed.

Laurdan fluorescence spectroscopy and generalized
polarization (GP) values

Laurdan spectra were recorded at 25 1C using a Jasco Spectro-
fluorometer FP-8500 (Jasco Deutschland GmbH, Pfungstadt,
GER). The excitation and emission band widths were set to
2.5 nm. Upon excitation at 360 nm, spectra were recorded from
400 to 600 nm. Each lipid composition was measured at least
three times using freshly prepared liposomes. Generalized
polarization (GP) values were calculated from the fluorescence
emission spectra using the following equation:96

GP ¼ I440 � I490

I440 þ I490
(5)

I440 and I490 are the emission intensities at 440 and 490 nm,
respectively. For easier comparison, the DGP value was calculated
using mean GP values determined in presence (+SMXX) or absence
(�SMXX) of the small molecules with the following equation.

DGP = GP+SMXX
� GP�SMXX

(6)

XX is a number between 1 and 22.

For each mean value, the standard error of the mean (SEM)
was calculated, and the error for DGP and DGP_CL/DGP_PG
(Fig. S3, ESI†) was calculated based on Gaussian error
propagation.

Fluorescence measurements using the emission of SM19

LUVs containing different amounts of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
glycerol (DOPG) or cardiolipin (CL, 1,3-bis[1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phospho]-glycerol (TOCL)), respectively, were pre-
pared as described. 3 mM SM19 (2-[(E)-2-[4-(dimethylamino)phe-
nyl]ethenyl]-3-ethyl-1,3-benzothiazol-3-ium iodide) was mixed
with the lipids during liposome preparation. Fluorescence
spectra were measured using a Jasco Spectrofluorometer FP-
8500 (Jasco Deutschland GmbH, Pfungstadt, GER). The sample
was excited at 500 nm and spectra were recorded from 520 to
680 nm. The band widths were set to 2.5 nm.

Fluorescence measurements of SM19 in presence of E. coli

Escherichia coli strain MC4100 was grown in terrific broth (TB)-
medium buffered with 10% K2HPO4/KH2PO4 (0.17 M/0.72 M).
From an overnight culture, containing 10 mL TB medium with
1 : 1000 streptomycin (50 mg mL�1), E. coli MC4100 were
pelleted. The cells were washed three times with 10 mM HEPES
buffer (pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl) and resuspended in buffer to a
final OD600 of 2. Different concentrations of SM19 (dissolved in
water) were added to 500 mL of cells and incubated for 5 minutes.
The emission spectra of SM19 were recorded between 520 and
680 nm with a Jasco Spectrofluorometer FP-8500 (Jasco Deutsch-
land GmbH, Pfungstadt, GER), upon excitation at 500 nm. The
intensity at 592 nm was plotted.

Oxygen consumption of E. coli

For E. coli oxygen consumption measurements, a PreSens Fibox
3 Minisensor and an Oxygen Sensitive Optrode (DP-PSt3-L2.5-
5510-YOP, PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH, Regensburg, Ger-
many) was used. E. coli MC4100 cells from an overnight culture
(prepared as described above) were diluted and grown until an
OD600 of around 0.6 was reached. The cells were harvested, and
the pellet was resuspended in 200 mL PBS Puffer (137 mM NaCl,
2.7 mM KCl, 12 mM H3PO4, pH = 7.4) containing 10 mM EDTA.
Upon incubation for 5 minutes, cells were pelleted and resus-
pended in TB media (OD600 = 0.2). SM19 was added up to a final
concentration of 10 mM. 3 mL cells were placed in the reaction
chamber, the chamber was closed airtight and the measure-
ment was started at 37 1C. The measurement was stopped when
the oxygen amount reached 0 mmol L�1.

Generation and cultivation of P. anserina strains

The wild-type strain ‘‘s’’97 and the DPaCrd1-mutant16 of P.
anserina was used in this study. The DPaCrd1-mutant lacking
the gene encoding PaCRD1 (UniProt B2AX19) was generated as
described in ref. 16. Monokaryotic ascospores were allowed to
germinate at BMM medium containing 80 mM ammonium
acetate for 2 days at 27 1C in the dark. For mitochondria
isolation, monokaryotic strains of wild-type and DPaCrd1 were
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grown on cellophane foil covered solid M2 agar under constant
light for 2 days at 27 1C. After 2 days, grown mycelia were
transferred to CM for 2 days at 27 1C with shaking.98

Isolation of mitochondria from P. anserina

Isolation of mitochondria was performed as described in.98

Briefly, grown mycelia of 6 days old strains were disrupted in
isotonic mitochondria buffer with 0.2% (w/v) of bovine serum
albumin (BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, A6003).
The homogenate was filtered through nettle cloth and centri-
fuged at 600g for 10 min at 4 1C. Subsequently, the supernatant
was filtered through glass wool and centrifuged at 12 000g for
20 min at 4 1C. The pellet was resuspended in isotonic
mitochondrial buffer without BSA and centrifuged at 15 000g
for 20 min at 4 1C. The mitochondria were enriched in the
exterior circle of the pellet. The interior part (consisting of
vacuoles) was removed, and the mitochondria were resus-
pended in isotonic mitochondrial buffer without BSA. The
freshly isolated mitochondria were immediately used for
respirometry.

Respirometry of P. anserina mitochondria

For measurement of the mitochondrial oxygen consumption
rate, 150 mg of freshly isolated mitochondria was used and
measured by high-resolution respirometry at 27 1C (Oxygraph-
2k series C and G, OROBOROS Instruments, Innsbruck, Aus-
tria). Mitochondria were injected into a chamber with 2 ml of
air-saturated buffer (0.3 M sucrose, 10 mM KH2PO4, 5 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 10 mM KCl and 0.1% BSA; pH 7.2) in
presence vs. absence of 1 mM SM19. To stimulate complex I-
dependent phosphorylating respiration in the presence of ADP,
10 mM pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich, P2256), 2 mM malate (Sigma-
Aldrich, M1000) and 1.5 mM ADP (Sigma-Aldrich, A5285) was
added.99 When oxygen consumption reached a constant level,
1 mM potassium cyanide (KCN, inhibitor of cytochrome c oxidase
(COX)) and 1 mM salicylhydroxamic acid (SHAM, inhibitor of the
alternative oxidase (AOX)) were added to completely block respira-
tion. Wild-type and DPaCrd1 mitochondria were analyzed in
presence of absence of 1 mM SM19. For analyzing the data, the
manufacturer’s software DatLab 6 was used.
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